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Mark J. P. Wolf

Theorizing Navigable Space in Video Games

Space is understood best through movement, and complex 

spaces require not only movement but navigation. The theoriza-

tion of navigable space requires a conceptual representation of 

space which is adaptable to the great malleability of video game 

spaces, a malleability which allows for designs which combine 

spaces with differing dimensionality and even involve non-Eu-

clidean configurations with contingent connectivity. This es-

say attempts to describe the structural elements of video game 

space and to define them in such a way so as to make them ap-

plicable to all video game spaces, including potential ones still 

undiscovered, and to provide analytical tools for their comparison 

and examination. Along with the consideration of space, there 

will be a brief discussion of navigational logic, which arises from 

detectable regularities in a spatial structure that allow players to 

understand and form expectations regarding a game’s spaces.

From simple single-screen games to elaborate adventure games 

requiring the exploration of convoluted networks of interconnec-

tions, space has always been an integral part of the video gaming 

experience; the graphical nature of video games seems to demand 

it. Decades of video game conventions and centuries of visual arts 

conventions help players to make sense of space, beginning with the 

division between a game’s diegetic and nondiegetic spaces, and ul-

timately to understand the way spaces construct a game’s world. Yet 

although the ability to read and comprehend graphical representa-

tions is always the starting point of understanding space, interaction 

within and with a space is the means by which space is best under-

stood. Interactivity is made up of choices, and choices are made up 
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of options; and as spatial design often is an indication of movement 

options, it is also typically the basis for the indication of interactive 

possibilities. For example, most of the player’s choices in even a sim-

ple game like SPACE INVADERS (1978) involve four options: move 

left, move right, shoot, or do nothing; though the game features only 

one dimension of movement, three options are movement-related. 

Three-dimensional spaces suggest movement options along multi-

ple axes, adding even more options to players’ decision-making and 

dominating gameplay to an even greater extent.

Although players will mainly interact with tools, obstacles, and 

other characters within a game’s spaces, navigation can be seen as 

interaction with space itself. Navigable space is space through which 

one must find one’s way around, as opposed to a space in which one 

need not move, or a space in which one’s movement is largely prede-

termined or so severely limited that one does not have the possibil-

ity of getting lost. Navigation is more than merely getting from one 

place to another; it is a cyclical process which involves exploration, 

the forming of a cognitive map of how spaces are connected, which 

in turn aids the decision-making processes employed by the player to 

move through those spaces for further exploration. Navigation, then, 

involves some degree of freedom of movement amidst connected 

spaces, the connections of which are explored and learned both by 

looking through and moving through them. After the first appearance 

of scrolling in Kee Games’ SUPER BUG (1977) and the first screen-to-

screen cutting in Atari’s ADVENTURE (1979), many games would 

show only a tiny fraction of their space onscreen at any given time, 

making spatial navigation and the building of a cognitive map an 

important part of gameplay. Any discussion of navigable space, then, 

should consider how a game’s spaces are shaped, connected, rep-

resented, and manipulated, and how all of these affect navigation 

and navigational logic. To do so, we will need a generalized way of 
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describing video game space and its configurations which can be 

applied in all cases and can be used as a means of comparing spatial 

constructions across games. And to do that we must first look, for a 

moment, at space itself.

Representations of Space
The direct experience of physical space is understood though visual, 

sonic, haptic, and olfactic information which all aid in the mapping 

of space, but for most of us, visual information is the data most re-

lied upon for the representation of space. For spaces represented in 

media forms, visual and sonic information are usually the only forms 

available for the representation of space. The human mind plays an 

active role as well; as Mark Wagner (2006:11) points out in his book 

on The Geometries of Visual Space, visual space is different than the 

physical space it seeks to represent and is often an affine transforma-

tion of it; he notes that “the geometry that best describes visual space 

changes as a function of experimental conditions, stimulus layout, 

observer attitude, and the passage of time”. Wagner describes how 

visual space refers to physical space as we see it in lived experience; 

when we consider video game space, which is usually monocular, 

has reduced depth cues, and may not be fully three-dimensional in 

its construction, the potential variance from physical space is even 

greater.

A convenient way of categorizing spatial structures is dimen-

sionality. As I have written elsewhere (Wolf 1997), many early games 

used planar, two-dimensional spaces, which can be described as be-

ing either a bounded single screen, a wraparound single screen, a 

space scrolling on one axis, a space scrolling on two axes, or a space 

 divided into multiple screens depicting adjacent areas. In most of 

these games, two-dimensional space was used merely as a substi-

tute for a three-dimensional space, such as those used for sports 

games or tank battles, rather than for an inherently two-dimensional 

scenario that required flatness. These games featured playing fields 
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that were seen from above while the individual characters and ob-

jects on the fields were seen either in an overhead view or side view, 

giving the player a good sense of the spatial layout, and only those 

games which used off-screen space required navigation, and usually 

only a little of it at that.

Other games have a dimensionality that falls between two-di-

mensional spaces and ones that are computationally three-dimen-

sional. These include games with independently-moving planes 

layered along the z-axis on which avatars may reside (as in SUPER 

 MARIO BROS. (1985)), spaces with restricted z-axis movement (such 

as TEMPEST (1981), which only featured it in cut-scenes), spaces 

with oblique perspective that are largely only 2D-backdrops (such as 

ZAXXON (1982)), spaces that simulate 3D through the use of scal-

ing sprites (such as POLE POSITION (1982)), and spaces with three-

dimensional characters with limited movement and 2D-backdrops 

(such as TEKKEN (1994)). Such spaces, when they are large and 

complicated enough to require navigation, tend to still be only two-

dimensional navigationally; player-character movement tends to be 

planar, even though there may be multiple planes of action, and the 

player’s point-of-view tends to be more all-encompassing in games 

of such mixed dimensionality, as opposed to more immersive spaces 

that surround characters in three dimensions.

Three-dimensional spaces can also be non-navigable, like the 

live-action video sequences found in interactive movies, where the 

only navigation is narrative in nature. Even 3D-spaces involving 

true three-dimensional computation are often navigationally planar, 

though a first-person perspective makes navigation more challeng-

ing than an overhead view, and the malleability of video game spatial 

structures means that navigation has the potential to be far more 

difficult, and spaces far more confusing, than those of physical space.

Movement restrictions within spaces must also be consid-

ered, since avatars often cannot travel through all of a game’s di-

egetic space. Games like PONG (1972), BREAKOUT (1976), SPACE 
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 INVADERS, and almost all paddle-based games, allow movement 

only back and forth along a line, one-dimensionally, though the player 

can affect things elsewhere; thus the rest of the space, which the 

player can see into but not move into, is still important in gameplay. 

While spatial navigation relies heavily on visual information, bound-

aries and barriers can exist without visual counterparts, and can only 

be discovered through the active exploration of a space; before spac-

es can be navigated they must be identified as navigable. Accounts 

of spatial navigation, then, must take all of these things into account.

Navigable space, as opposed to space in which no navigation is 

needed, is a space in which way-finding is necessary, a space made 

of interconnected spatial cells through which the player’s avatar 

moves, a network often organized like a maze. All of the space may 

be present onscreen at once, as in certain maze games, but typi-

cally much of the space resides off-screen, and the accessibility, and 

even the discovery of off-screen areas, relies on a player’s naviga-

tional ability. Additionally, obstacles may occlude spaces and their 

interconnections, while opponents and enemies may complicate 

navigational tasks and limit the time available for them. But before 

we consider all of these things, we should first define what we mean 

by spatial cells, the units with which navigable space is composed. 

Such a description should attempt to be useful in a general sense, not 

only for all existing video games, but also universal enough to include 

potential future designs.

Defining Spatial Cells
A video game spatial cell can be defined as a continuous 2D- or 3D-

space which allows non-contingent two-way movement between all 

possible positions within that space, all of which is contained within 

some kind of boundary, such as a barrier or entrance regulating move-

ment into and out of the space like a wall or doorway; a line of de-

marcation, like the line between two countries on a map or between 
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squares on a chessboard; or a technical limitation, like a screen edge 

or a cut to another screen. Generally speaking, movement within a 

cell, since it does not cross a boundary, does not require navigation 

because the cell’s space is available all around the player’s avatar; 

it is when boundaries are crossed, and movement occurs from one 

cell to another, that navigation comes into play. This does not neces-

sarily mean that all the space of an individual cell need be visible to 

the player all at once; in three-dimensional spaces seen with a first-

person perspective, the cell’s space will usually surround the player’s 

avatar, who must turn around in order for all the space of the cell to be 

seen; but turning around and looking does not require the crossing 

of boundaries or movement from one cell to another, and thus does 

not require navigation. Navigation requires movement, either of the 

avatar along with its implied point of view, or even, in some cases, of 

the player’s point of view itself, as in the solving of complex mazes 

presented on screen or on paper which the solver sees all at once. In 

such a situation, the solver’s gaze must follow individual pathways 

through the maze in order to solve it, requiring navigation. For the 

solving of complex mazes on paper, a pencil or other pointer is of-

ten used, which becomes almost like a surrogate or avatar traveling 

through the maze along with the solver’s gaze, making the process 

very similar to the playing of a third-person perspective video game.

The defining of spatial cells naturally depends on their boundar-

ies, which may exist diegetically as walls, doorways, thresholds, or 

changes of terrain, or extradiegetically, such as screen edges or lev-

el changes which move a player to another space. Boundaries also 

serve multiple purposes, such as separating player positions, hall-

ways, rooms, or territories, narrative locations or events, or areas of 

different levels of difficulty, and help the player to conceptualize the 

game in pieces, rather than as a large unwieldy whole. Practical rea-

sons may exist for boundaries, such as programming limitations like 

memory allotment, load times, screen resolution, and render time, 
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and other game design and gameplay concerns which address sepa-

rate sections individually. Finally, boundaries can aid player motiva-

tion by giving players a sense of progress and accomplishment as 

each space is conquered, completed, or added, and they may also 

give a player a chance to rest between levels, view a cut-scene, save 

a game, and so on. Boundaries can range from very obvious barriers 

to subtle lines of demarcation awaiting a player’s decision between 

a choice of passageways, and they may or may not be foregrounded 

by the game’s action.

The boundary enclosing a spatial cell can further be divided into 

sections, each of which is either impassable or, when crossed, leads 

to a different location. These crossings or connections between spa-

tial cells include such things as openings, pathways, tunnels, door-

ways, windows, variations in horizontal levels like stairs or platforms, 

transporters that send avatars to other locations, or simply screen 

edges which demarcate on-screen and off-screen space. Whether 

connections to adjoining spatial cells are hidden or obvious depends 

on such things as game design, player experience, and generic 

 conventions.

Because boundaries can be broken into multiple connections 

between spatial cells, spatial cells can even be connected to them-

selves, making their own space navigable insofar as the player must 

learn how the spatial connections operate between different sections 

of the cell’s boundary. An example would be the wraparound single 

screen found in ASTEROIDS (1979), in which the screen edges are 

connected to the edges directly opposite from them. While the opera-

tion of a space linked to itself in this manner seems fairly intuitive, 

especially if one is accustomed to cinematic conventions regarding 

the conservation of screen direction, other possibilities exist involv-

ing rotations and reflections; for example, a space which is linked to 

itself through a ninety-degree rotation, so that avatars leaving off the 

right side of the screen reappear moving up from the bottom of the 
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screen, and so forth. Individual screen edges could be further sub-

divided into multiple boundary sections, and even neighboring sec-

tions on the same side of the screen could become connected.

The locating and using of the connections between spatial cells is 

a foundational part of navigation, and a cell’s boundary can contain 

connections to many cells; so it is to these connections, and their 

variations, to which we must next turn.

Connections between Spatial Cells
Connections between spatial cells can be defined by their passabil-

ity and visibility, and each of these traits can be further described 

regarding their reversibility and contingency, and whether they are 

open or closed. Each of these traits affects the player’s ability to learn 

a game’s spatial layout and navigate it successfully.

Passability refers to whether or not a connection between adjoin-

ing spatial cells is one that allows the player’s avatar to move from 

one cell to the other. Such spaces need not be connected in the typi-

cal physical sense; for example, you could have pictures on the wall 

of a room which a player can click on and enter. The linking books in 

the MYST series operate in this way. Spaces could also be connected 

through the use of wormholes or transporters or other devices which 

allow transit between nonadjacent spaces. Connections which are 

initially closed but can later become opened or unlocked would still 

be considered passable. A connection is considered impassable only 

when no direct transit between connected cells is ever allowed. Pass-

ability is also in reference to the player’s avatar in particular, since 

the player is the one doing the navigating; a connection that other 

characters are passing through but which never allows passage for 

the player’s avatar would be considered impassable.

Visibility refers to whether a connection renders the space of an 

adjoining cell either visible, even partially, or completely obscured. In 

most cases, you can see into adjoining spaces before entering them. 
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It is also possible for a connection to be impassable yet visible: for ex-

ample, one can see adjoining spaces through windows, locked doors, 

or from high vantage points, even though in such cases the player 

cannot directly enter the spaces viewed from where they are. Impas-

sible connections which still provide visibility aid in navigation since 

they give players information about how spaces are arranged, yet at 

the same time they can be frustrating since they do not allow move-

ment into those spaces. Many games will often hint at spaces and 

spatial layouts in this way, giving players the navigational sub-goals 

of finding their way into the spaces seen. Numerous examples of 

this can be found in RIVEN (1997), where the grates of locked doors 

and high vistas tantalize players with glimpses of unexplored spaces. 

Spaces which are visible but cannot be traveled into are also usually 

used as vistas lining the borders of the game’s diegetic world, to sug-

gest a larger world beyond the spaces in which the game takes place, 

even though they are typically no more than simply 2-D backdrops 

draped around the game world’s perimeter. Maps of spaces function 

in a similar manner, revealing spaces without showing them directly 

or allowing direct passage into them.

Connections that are passable, visible, or both can further be de-

fined by their reversibility. Reversibility refers to whether a connec-

tion is two-way or one-way in nature. Whether players can cross over 

to another cell but still be able to return to the one from which they 

just came will determine the way they are able to explore a space, 

and sometimes the reversibility of a connection remains unknown 

until a player tries to pass through it both ways. An irreversible con-

nection can also appear to be impassable, if one is on the receiving 

end of a one-way connection. A one-way connection can also result 

in the player’s avatar being transported to another location, with 

nothing at that location to indicate that a one-way connection ends 

there. Therefore, a spatial cell may have one-way connections that 

end in the cell, yet do not pass through any specific boundary sec-
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tion; and there may be no prior indication that a cell is the endpoint 

of a one-way connection. For example, in MYST (1993), the linking 

books of different ages return the player to the library on Myst Island, 

but there is nothing in the library to indicate that the ages link to it. 

Unless such connections follow some kind of rules, they can compli-

cate a game’s navigational logic. Likewise, while visibility is normally 

two-way between adjoining cells, connections similar to a one-way 

mirror are possible, wherein visibility is only available on one side of 

the connection. Views from surveillance cameras, for example, like 

those found in RIVEN, would be one example of one-way visibility.

Connections that are passable, visible, or both can also be defined 

by their contingency. Contingency refers to whether or not a connec-

tion always connects to the same place every time the avatar cross-

es it or looks through it. Most connections will always connect to 

the same spaces no matter what happens, while others, like certain 

doorways encountered by characters in the Matrix movies, change 

the destination cells of connections based on the state of different 

variables in the game. Those variables can include the state of the 

connection itself and how many times it has been used; for example, 

each use may take the avatar to a different place or narrative result. A 

contingent connection could also depend on the state of the player’s 

avatar; for example, whether or not avatars have had a certain experi-

ence, or ability, or an object in their inventory. Contingencies can also 

be determined by the state of other parts of the game, like switches 

and levers, object positions, narrative branches, or other conditions. 

Some connections can randomly send the player to other spaces in 

the game (like the wormholes in EVE ONLINE (2003) or the ‘Mass 

Relays’ in MASS EFFECT (2007)), or even to other positions within 

the same spatial cell (like the hyperspace jump in ASTEROIDS). In 

the games NARBACULAR DROP (2005) and PORTAL (2007), players 

can use a special gun to create portals that connect to different areas 

and use them to move from one place to another.
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In the game PORTAL, the conservation of momentum that occurs 

when a player uses a portal is even used to solve certain puzzles and 

difficulties posed by the game’s geography. Because of their dynam-

ic nature, contingent connections can greatly complicate navigation, 

and can act as nexuses where spatial, temporal, and narrative struc-

tures intersect and determine each other.

Finally, the passability and visibility of a connection may each be 

either open or closed. Changing a connection from one to the other 

may be as simple as opening a door, or it may require a key or pass-

code to unlock and open it, or other actions or conditions. A connec-

tion that is closed and not easily opened may provide players with 

additional sub-goals that need to be pursued before navigation can 

continue, like the finding of a key. The fact that a connection can be 

open or closed should not be confused with the contingency of a con-

nection; such connections are contingent only if they do not always 

connect to the same spaces and their connectivity changes. The is-

Fig. 1: In Portal (2007), Players Shoot Holes that Open into Portals that Connect 

Disjoint Spaces Together (the Three Portals Seen Here are Actually the Same 

Portal Seen from Different Angles)
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sue of whether a connection is open or closed can be used to hide 

the impassable nature of a connection; for example, a player may en-

counter a locked door, and expect that it can be opened once the key 

is found. If it turns out that the game does not contain a key to open 

the door, then the connection is really an impassable one, if it can 

even be said to connect to anything at all; such a door could be no 

more than a detail in an uninteractive backdrop. Examples of locked 

doors that are never used and do not connect to anything appear 

in RETURN TO CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN (2001), as Espen  Aarseth 

(2006) has pointed out.

Whether a connection is open or closed at any given time is often 

dependent on the player’s actions, and as such it is really descriptive 

of the state of a connection, rather than its nature, which is described 

by such traits as passability, visibility, reversibility, and contingency. 

These four traits describe properties of connections; they may be ini-

tially misconstrued. A connection thought to be impassable may in 

fact turn out to only be closed once the means of opening the con-

nection is found. Likewise, the visibility of a connection may be ob-

scured or merely closed and able to be opened. Therefore, certain at-

tributions are more difficult to confirm than others. Just as existence 

is more easily proven than nonexistence, connections can be proven 

to be passable, visible, reversible, and contingent, but they cannot 

be conclusively proven to be impassible, obscured, irreversible, or 

non-contingent without reference to the computer code that controls 

the game. Critical analysis, then, must be careful when describing 

connections in negative terms, since it is usually difficult to exhaus-

tively experience all possible game states and conditions and be cer-

tain that one has discovered all the game’s Easter eggs, although 

a game’s structural logic may help to confirm or reject an analyst’s 

assumptions regarding a game’s overall spatial structure.

When passability, visibility, reversibility, and contingency are 

all taken into account, we find that there are 25 different types of 
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connections possible between spatial cells, not including open and 

closed states which do not change the essential nature of the con-

nection. The 25 types of connections are as follows:

1. impassable, obscured

2. impassable, visible (irreversible, contingent)

3. impassable, visible (irreversible, non-contingent)

4. impassable, visible (reversible, contingent)

5. impassable, visible (reversible, non-contingent)

6. passable (irreversible, contingent), obscured

7. passable (irreversible, contingent),  

visible (irreversible, contingent)

8. passable (irreversible, contingent),  

visible (irreversible, non-contingent)

9. passable (irreversible, contingent),  

visible (reversible, contingent)

10. passable (irreversible, contingent),  

visible (reversible, non-contingent)

11. passable (irreversible, non-contingent), obscured

12. passable (irreversible, non-contingent),  

visible (irreversible, contingent)

13. passable (irreversible, non-contingent),  

visible (irreversible, non-contingent)

14. passable (irreversible, non-contingent),  

visible (reversible, contingent)

15. passable (irreversible, non-contingent),  

visible (reversible, non-contingent)

16. passable (reversible, contingent), obscured

17. passable (reversible, contingent),  

visible (irreversible, contingent)

18. passable (reversible, contingent),  

visible (irreversible, non-contingent)
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19. passable (reversible, contingent),  

visible (reversible, contingent)

20. passable (reversible, contingent),  

visible (reversible, non-contingent)

21. passable (reversible, non-contingent), obscured

22. passable (reversible, non-contingent),  

visible (irreversible, contingent)

23. passable (reversible, non-contingent),  

visible (irreversible, non-contingent)

24. passable (reversible, non-contingent),  

visible (reversible, contingent)

25. passable (reversible, non-contingent),  

visible (reversible, non-contingent)

While most of these connections are either passable or visible and can 

therefore provide the player with information useful to spatial naviga-

tion and the learning of the layout of a game’s world, the first type of 

connection, which is both impassible and obscured, would seem to 

be a situation indistinguishable from the existence of no connection 

at all. Yet it is possible for connections that allow no movement or vis-

ibility between spaces to still provide navigational information and 

indicate an implied space. This can be as simple as the appearance 

of a locked door which implies an unseen adjoining space. Spaces 

can also be implied through the careful mapping of a game’s space. 

For example, consider a three-by-three grid of adjoining screens that 

cut one to the next as the player moves through them.
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As the player moves through the eight edge screens surrounding 

the middle screen, the mapping of the adjoining spaces reveals an 

 implied space in between them in the center, which must exist, pro-

vided the overall space of the game’s world is consistent, non-contin-

gent, and Euclidean in nature. Another way to imply spaces is with a 

map showing spaces and their connections, without actually show-

ing the spaces themselves or allowing access to them. Maps can 

even be used to imply space just by having blank spaces between 

other labeled spaces, showing that an area exists somewhere. Maps 

can provide a wealth of information about how spaces are connected, 

without allowing access to those spaces, or even allowing the player 

to look into them, since the map is only a representation of the space 

and not an image produced by a point of view looking into the space. 

Fig. 2: Spaces Can be Linked Together in Such a Way as to Imply other Spaces 

in between Them
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While they can be one of the greatest aids to navigation, maps can be 

designed to provide as little information as possible about the actual 

spaces themselves, and even limit what can be implied regarding 

the status of their connections.

Of course, without a map, implied spaces can only be implied 

when the spatial structure in question is designed consistently 

around some kind of background logic upon which a player can rely. 

In the navigation of physical space, people rely on assumptions based 

on a Euclidean space in which Cartesian coordinates can be used, as 

is evident on most maps. Only for great distances do spherical dis-

tortions come into consideration. Just as 3D video games often rely 

on cinematic conventions to convey meaning, many also rely on as-

sumptions about the Euclidean nature of space to aid players’ naviga-

tion. But this not always need be the case, as the malleability of space 

in video games can easily allow for non-Euclidean configurations.

Non-Euclidean Spatial Structures
Although their use is relatively infrequent, non-Euclidean spaces 

appeared early in video game history and have continued to ap-

pear periodically since then, though their potential usage is still far 

from being realized. The Euclidean nature of video game space is 

due not only to its patterning after physical space to make it more 

comprehensible to players, but also because of the mathematical 

nature of the programming underlying the computational creation 

of space, which used to rely heavily on Euclidean Cartesian coordi-

nate systems. Binary space partitioning 3D-engines, developed dur-

ing the 1980s and early 1990s, would take a game-world space and 

recursively subdivide it into convex subsets, a hierarchical process 

resulting in a space-partitioning tree. Since binary space partition-

ing uses planes to divide spaces into subsets, there is an underlying 

assumption that the space is Euclidean. More recently developed 

portal-based systems, however, join spaces according to their con-
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nections, rather than where they are located in a larger grid of space, 

making non-Euclidean configurations easier to create (Laurila 2000). 

Like binary space partitioning systems, portal-based systems begin 

by drawing the sector the player is in, and then the other sectors 

visible from the player’s sector, only they do not depend on an over-

all coordinate system, making non-Euclidean arrangements possible. 

Non-Euclidean geometry is even possible with a grid-based system, 

if a contingency system is used. For example, Ken Silverman’s Build 

Engine for 3D Realms allows two rooms to occupy the same space 

on the grid, and decides which one will be rendered at any given 

time. Thus changes in the way spaces and their connections are con-

ceptualized, and the programming methods that incarnate them in 

games, have opened up new spatial possibilities that have yet to be 

fully explored.

The space within individual spatial cells, then, is almost always 

Euclidean space when the cells are taken separately, and non-Euclid-

ean spaces only arise through the way cells are connected to each 

other or to themselves. Thus the space within individual spatial cells 

is usually understood intuitively by players, even when the overall 

space of a game is designed counter to intuitive assumptions. So on 

the local level of the cell, space is almost always Euclidean, while on 

the global level it need not be at all.

There are several ways in which Euclidean cells can be connected 

so as to produce non-Euclidean structures. The first is to connect 

a single cell to itself in ways that violate Euclidean space. Single-

screen games with wraparound space like ASTEROIDS are the most 

common example. The right and left sides of the screen are joined, as 

are the top and bottom, so that avatars leaving one side of the screen 

reappear on the opposite side. Mathematically, such a space is 

known as a 2-torus space, which is non-Euclidean because  every line 

tracing the circumference of the torus is the same length,  whether it 
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lies on the inner or outer part of the ring. As mentioned earlier, an-

other possible configuration for a single-screen space with four sides 

is one in which players leaving one side of the screen reenter through 

an adjacent side, rotated by ninety degrees.

Connections can also join together nested spaces of different sizes. 

For example in VENTURE (1981), some screens are enlarged areas of 

other screens, and cut to them when entered. And in ADVENTURE 

for the Atari 2600, castles are depicted onscreen with gates that are 

in the middle of the screen, yet the interiors of the black and white 

castles are each larger than a single screen. COSMIC OSMO (1989) 

subverts the assumption that a player’s avatar remains a consistent 

size, and allows tiny spaces and openings to be entered, as the im-

plied size of the avatar changes from one image of the game space 

to the next, even though the images are depicting different views of 

the same space.

Due to the way games depict three-dimensional spaces with two-

dimensional images, the two can become interchangeable and open 

up possibilities for connections. An image might be used as a paint-

ing or photograph hanging on a wall, suggesting it is two-dimen-

sional, but when a player clicks on it or moves into it, it can sud-

denly become three-dimensional. This effect can be used to create 

nested diegesis, for example, mini video games that can be played 

within the diegesis of other video games, like the ‘Ship Chip Lander’-

game found in COSMIC OSMO. The nesting of diegeses also has the 

potential to introduce interesting recursive loops into video games; 

COSMIC OSMO’S own title screen is seen on a Macintosh computer 

that appears within its own diegesis. Unfortunately, when the player 

clicks on the screen, the game does not become playable; though it 

could have easily been made to return the player to the title screen 

and begin the game again.
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One-way spatial connections often violate Euclidean space. To 

cite an early example, SUPERMAN (1979) for the Atari 2600 had a 

subway depicted by a series of screens which had one-way connec-

tions by which the player exited into different parts of Metropolis. 

When the player makes the transition, the screen changes behind 

the avatar, leaving it in the same position, and there is no indication 

of the connection the avatar has just traversed. The linking books 

found in the ages of MYST return the player to the library on Myst 

Island in a similar fashion. More commonly, the moving up from one 

level of a game to a higher one is another instance of one-way move-

ment, since the player usually cannot return to a lower level.

Another way to form a non-Euclidean structure is to join multiple 

cells together in ways that violate Euclidean space. For example, in 

the ‘Lunatic Fringe’-level of DUKE NUKEM 3D (1996), there is a 720° 

circular hallway that the player must go around twice to return to 

the same position. Changing a few connections in a Euclidean ar-

rangement of cells is usually enough to break the consistency and 

render the space non-Euclidean. It should be noted that connections 

in and of themselves are neither Euclidean nor non-Euclidean; it is 

the way they connect cells together that produces one kind of space 

or the other. It is only through movement and navigation, then, that 

the Euclidean or non-Euclidean nature of a space becomes apparent; 

most likely, a player will assume a Euclidean configuration until a 

structure’s connectivity proves otherwise.

As mentioned earlier, in games like NARBACULAR DROP and 

PORTAL, players can create their own contingent non-Euclidean spa-

tial connections. In ECHOCHROME (2008), players can even design 

their own non-Euclidean levels. Inspired by the work of M. C. Escher, 

ECHOCHROME features black-and-white line drawings of rotatable 

3D structures, which obey different laws of perspective when rotated. 

The trailer (www.gametrailers.com/game/echochrome/5156) for the 

game describes and demonstrates the 5 perspective laws that the 

player must master:

www.gametrailers.com/game/echochrome/5156
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 – Perspective traveling: when two separate pathways appear to 

be touching, they are.

 – Perspective landing: if one pathway appears to be above an-

other, it is.

 – Perspective existence: when the gap between two pathways is 

blocked from view and the pathways appear to be connected, 

they are.

 – Perspective absence: when a hole is blocked from view, it does 

not exist.

 – Perspective jump: when the mannequin jumps, it will land on 

whatever appears beneath it.

ECHOCHROME uses Jun Fujiki’s Object Locative Environment 

Coordinate System, which translates the global three-dimensional 

space into a two-dimensional coordinate system locally around the 

avatar, and determines movement constraints based on the two-di-

mensional interpretation. Thus the game tests the player’s ability to 

quickly shift back and forth between interpreting the game image 

as a two-dimensional space and as a three-dimensional space, since 

the manipulation of the space occurs in three dimensions, while the 

avatar’s behavior requires a two-dimensional interpretation.

Finally, contingent connections can violate Euclidean space, un-

less there is some explanation for the way connections between spac-

es change; for example, an elevator that connects to different floors 

depending on the position to which it is moved. If the contingency of 

a connection renders a space non-Euclidean by changing a connec-

tion’s destination cell, it may be the case that each of the resulting 

spatial structures is Euclidean and the only violation is a dynamic 

one, in which the space does not remain consistent over time; for 

example, if a particular room is replaced by another of the same size. 

Thus, spatial structures can become non-Euclidean in a spatial sense, 

through an unchanging network of connections that break Euclidean 
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consistency, or become non-Euclidean in a temporal sense, through 

contingent connections that differ over time and break consistency 

in a dynamic way (in ECHOCHROME, for example, such contingent 

connections are based on the player’s point of view).

Non-Euclidean spaces can be navigated once their constituent 

pieces and the connections between them are understood. But there 

are other difficulties that exist at a more local level. Some spaces 

can be more difficult to reconcile with the model of interconnected 

spatial cells I have been describing, and it is to these kinds of spaces 

that we must next turn.

Track-like Spaces and Other Structures
Many games do not allow the kind of free exploration that neces-

sitates the learning of the layout of a spatial structure, and an av-

atar’s movements may be so restricted that navigational skills are 

not needed to play the game. For example, PONG, TEMPEST, and 

 TETRIS (1985) all involve no navigation. But many racing games, 

driving games, and rail-based shooting games each have a space 

that is a gradually-revealed continuous strip of track-like space that 

the avatar or player’s point-of-view moves along. Movement along 

such a track is typically one-way, and the speed of the movement 

may or may not be controlled by the player. Such games may require 

the player to steer around obstacles, shoot targets, or both, and often 

at a quick pace. Space in these games is experienced in largely a 

linear fashion, with little or no navigation occurring, because steer-

ing (which involves avoiding obstacles or staying within the bounds 

of a pathway) is different than navigating (which involves making 

choices and finding one’s way around in a mazelike spatial structure). 

To consider these large, track-like spaces as single cells or even se-

ries of cells can be problematic, because free movement within them 

is usually not available, and because the player is unable to make 

choices that result in a change of destination. Both of these things 
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are required for navigation, which requires not only a certain type of 

decision-making (which involves choosing which path to take out of 

several possibilities, based on the player’s knowledge of the game’s 

spatial structure), but a minimum number of such decisions as well, 

since the process of navigation is a cyclical one, involving explora-

tion, the gathering of knowledge gained through exploration and the 

integration of new knowledge into existing knowledge, and finally 

the application of the integrated knowledge to further exploration.

Yet track-like spaces can be combined into navigable environ-

ments of spatial cells, and act like a cell within them. An example 

would be a vehicle that the player rides to a new location where ex-

ploration and navigation can resume. The same can be said for the 

mixing of two-dimensional, two-and-a-half dimensional, and three-

dimensional spatial structures; they can be combined together in a 

game, like SUPER PAPER MARIO (2007), though most games typi-

cally limit their diegesis to a single type of dimensionality. If enough 

track-like spaces are joined together, with forking paths and decision 

points along the way, then navigation can gradually come into play 

again, as the network of track-like spaces becomes a maze.

Another kind of space is a large 3D space with obstacles or charac-

ters that obstruct the player’s point of view, creating hidden spaces 

which are revealed and obscured as the obstructions move around. 

One such game space is organized around the surface of a sphere or 

other three-dimensional form, half of which faces the player and is 

visible and half of which faces away from the player and is hidden 

from view. For example, SUPER STARDUST HD (2007) and SUPER 

MARIO GALAXY (2007) feature small planets that the player’s ava-

tar traverses while avoiding enemies. Each of these spaces could be 

conceived as a single spatial cell, only half of which is seen at any 

given time, or as two cells whose boundaries change according to 

the player’s movement; the visible area and the occluded area. In 

a similar fashion, the edges of the screen on scrolling landscapes 
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change according to the avatar’s positioning; such boundaries are 

conditional, as opposed to unchanging boundaries such as walls, 

mountains, or other fixed lines of demarcation.

The movement of the playing field relative to the avatar’s position 

need not be the only exception. One could conceive of a video game 

in which the space of the game’s world is dynamic. Instead of having 

fixed boundaries, spatial cells could have boundaries that are con-

tinually changing, expanding and shrinking, to the point where new 

spatial cells are coming into existence while others are going out of 

existence as they shrink down to nothing. SUPER MARIO GALAXY 

has a level in which spaces shrink and vanish after the player’s avatar 

has passed over them, although even more complex expansion and 

contraction patterns could be designed. In such games, players would 

have to constantly keep on the move, to avoid getting caught in a cell 

that is disappearing, and they would also keep relearning the spaces 

and how they connect in order to navigate them. When the world and 

the player’s mental map of it constantly changes, players can succeed 

only when they have a sense of the game’s navigational logic.

Navigational Logic
Navigational logic can be seen as being made up of four distinct 

kinds of things players must learn:

1. what spaces exist in the game’s world (which includes those 

that can be accessed, those that are only seen but are inacces-

sible, and those that are neither accessible nor visible, but are 

only implied);

2. how those spaces are interconnected (which involves the 

learning of boundaries, obstacles, and geographical layout);

3. how interconnections between spaces work (in terms of their 

passability, visibility, reversibility, contingency, and how they 

are opened and closed); and

4. how spaces and their configurations change over time,  

if they do.
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Of course, the learning process is simultaneous and cyclical, as each 

of these four things relies on the learning of the other three, and be-

cause spaces and their boundaries mutually define each other.

To investigate these questions we would next have to ask, how is 

each of these incorporated into gameplay? Are they foregrounded or 

backgrounded within the game’s main objective, or are one or more 

of them involved in the game’s main objective? What conventions 

are relied upon, and what kind of knowledge or experience is the 

player assumed to have? Different genres use them to differing de-

grees, with maze games, adventure games, and first-person shoot-

ing games the most likely to require more complex navigation. How 

much replaying of a game is necessary to learn its navigational logic, 

due to irreversible crossings or nonrepeatable events? The naviga-

tion of space may also involve the navigation of branching narrative 

possibilities, though at the same time these may also provide a player 

with clues to the navigation of space.

Spatial navigation can be made difficult either passively or active-

ly. Elements that work passively against a player’s ability to navi-

gate include a game’s design and the layout of its spaces: complex 

configurations can tax the player’s memory, patience, and endur-

ance. Nonintuitive designs, especially non-Euclidean ones and ones 

involving contingency or irreversibility, can work against players 

usual assumptions and disorient them, requiring more exploration 

and  trial-and-error in gameplay. Euclidean configurations tend to be 

the default in game design, especially for games in which navigation 

is not foregrounded or intended to be a challenge. If non-intuitive 

spatial structures are used, learning them will most likely be an im-

portant part of the game, if not its main objective. Finally, navigation 

can be passively thwarted by the lack of a consistent logic in the 

way game spaces and their connections operate. This differs from 

complex designs, since complex designs can be still be consistent 

and logical in the way they work, and it is usually more a result of 

poor design than deliberate design. Lack of a navigational logic is 

more likely to be seen as frustrating than as a challenge to be enjoyed.
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Other things can actively work against the player’s ability to navi-

gate. Enemies who block connections, chase after players, and at-

tack them, forcing them to respond, certainly make navigation more 

difficult. Even inanimate obstacles can block connections, making 

them impassable and obscuring visibility. Both enemies and obsta-

cles demonstrate how other tasks can interfere or compete with navi-

gational tasks, forcing players to prioritize and multitask, sometimes 

at the same time. Time constraints can act in a similar way, limiting 

the amount of time for exploration as well as for decisions regarding 

exploration. Narrative sequences can interrupt exploration, and pos-

sibly change a game’s state in ways that affect navigation. Finally, if 

a game’s spatial cells, the connections between them, and their con-

tingencies continuously change during gameplay, navigation may 

become confoundingly complicated.

Spaces are created not only by software, but by hardware as well. 

To date, most games have been designed for a single, flat, rectan-

gular screen. A few exceptions, like the Nintendo Virtual Boy and 

the Nintendo DS, have used multiple screens, although the Virtual 

Boy’s screens were used together to produce a single stereo image. 

But new flat screen technologies, and developing technologies like 

flexible screens and electronic paper, will be able to help designers 

explore new screen configurations. Imagine playing even a simple 

game like PONG on a cylindrical screen which the player cannot see 

all at one time, and which must be physically turned as the game is 

played. Or PAC-MAN (1980) played on multiple screens on the sides 

of a cube, or even on a spherical screen in which Pac Man stays at 

the top of the sphere, which must be rotated to move him through 

the maze. Screens that the player cannot see in their entirety at any 

given time open up new design possibilities. Instead of having only 

on-screen and off-screen space, on-screen space would be further 

divided into on-screen space that the player can see and on-screen 

space the player can’t see. Game events occurring simultaneously 
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on multiple screens would act similar to games in which multiple ac-

tions are occurring on split screens, only they may be more difficult 

to monitor; six events occurring at once on the sides of a cube would 

not only place interesting demands on the mental aspects of game-

play, but on the physical ones as well, requiring dexterity and speed.

Likewise, interface devices (such as a joystick, controller, mouse, 

or keyboard) are usually used for moving a player’s avatar through 

a two-dimensional plane of movement, which in turn determines 

what spaces are displayed. Some games turn these ideas around, so 

that the controllers manipulate the game’s space directly, and this 

movement determines the avatar’s movement, which is not directly 

under the player’s control but instead is automated and responsive 

to changes in the spatial orientation of the surrounding environment, 

making spatial manipulation a prerequisite for spatial navigation. In 

some of these games, space is manipulated through the movement 

of the screen itself; position-sensing mercury switches have begun 

to make more of these games possible commercially, for example, on 

the iPhone. In other games, the screen itself stays stationary, while 

spaces are manipulated by conventional control devices. A brief 

analysis of one game in each category will help to examine the po-

tential of spatial manipulation.

In ECHOCHROME, players manipulate space so as to change 

their viewpoint, which in turn changes the way the spatial struc-

ture behaves, opening and closing connections for the automated 

avatar. The main navigational challenge is the moving of the space 

combined with the constant perceptual shifting between the three-

dimensional and two-dimensional interpretations of the game imag-

ery, the first of which is needed for the manipulation of space while 

the second is needed to connect one space to another for the ava-

tar’s passage. Because the five rules of perspective are made explicit, 

players can adopt them more quickly, allowing them to concentrate 

on the puzzle aspects of the game. The automatic movement of the 
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avatar can add a further time pressure, for example when it is head-

ing for a hole or a gap that the player must hide by readjusting the 

perspective. The game could have been further complicated by the 

presence of monsters whose movements obey the same principles as 

the avatar, and who could be trapped and released in other areas of 

the structure as the perspective opens and closes connections. This 

would have required the player to focus on multiple areas of the game 

space simultaneously, and could create puzzles requiring the con-

tainment of monsters on geographically-isolated beams before cer-

tain moves could be safely completed. Perhaps we will see additional 

challenges like these in future iterations of the game.

A good example of the physical manipulation of space through 

analogous movements of the hardware on which the game space 

appears is Julian Oliver’s game LEVELHEAD (2007), which uses a 

form of augmented reality. The player manipulates small cubes atop a 

Fig. 3: Julian Oliver’s levelHead (2007) – a Game with an Augmented Reality 

Interface
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pedestal, the movements of which are recorded by a small camera on 

the pedestal. The image from the camera appears on a large screen in 

front of the player, but this image has been processed by a computer 

so that the images of spaces within the cubes appear on the surfaces 

of the cubes facing the camera. When the player moves the cubes, 

the spaces shift perspective, and the avatar, a white silhouette of a 

walking man, moves as the cubes are tipped, passing from one space 

to another, and even from one cube to another.

The cubes in LEVELHEAD each contain six different rooms, one 

on each face of the cube, and each room appears to occupy the en-

tire interior of the cube. Through subtle clues like the position of the 

doorways and the color of the light spilling in through them, players 

must figure out how these rooms are connected, and also how the 

rooms in one cube are connected to rooms in the other cubes. The 

cube must be oriented properly so that the floor side of a room is 

on the bottom, something that can differ from one room to another. 

The game integrates game space and physical space in an interest-

ing way, since players must watch their own hands interacting with 

the cubes on the big screen, in order to see the cube interiors com-

posited into the image. The space in the large screen is that of the 

physical world of the player, being re-represented, and within it, the 

game’s diegetic space is seen to reside, as though it were connected 

to the physical space of the player. Thus game space, physical space, 

and the interface itself are all combined in a unique way that makes 

the navigation of space, through spatial manipulation, the central 

challenge of the game.

As is the case with ECHOCHROME, the difficulty of LEVELHEAD 

could be increased with the addition of subgoals and enemies that 

chase the avatar through the space of the game. While the use of 

space in games like ECHOCHROME and LEVELHEAD is new, spa-

tial navigation remains the games’ central challenge. As more con-

ventions regarding the use of non-Euclidean space and games with 
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spatial manipulation become more common, spatial navigation may 

become only one of multiple tasks demanding a player’s attention. 

As game screens, controllers, and other hardware devices evolve, 

and new software appears to integrate them into gameplay, new 

potential for spatial relationships will emerge, which in turn will af-

fect the player’s relationship to the game space and its navigational 

logic. Whatever the future of video games may hold in store, it is 

certain that questions regarding the design of video game spaces, 

how those spaces are connected, and how they are experienced, will 

remain essential to video game studies and the study of the human 

experience of spatial representations in general.
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